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EXPANSION OF LEXICAL PROTOTYPES
For each argument-role-slot a general list of prototypical lexical items will be obtained, as shown
here for the Spanish argument structure ‘olor a’ + common noun; each item is then annotated with
semantic features. Corpus query tool: SketchEngine

Portlex: The dictionary Portlex, the starting point, is a multilingual, digital, semi
collaborative and cross-lingual resource for the valency of the nominal phrase in
ﬁve languages.

MultiGenera: Development of a simulator for the automatic generation of
noun phrases in Spanish, German and French.

MultiComb: Automatic generation of the phrasal and sentence contexts for
the previously selected nouns in MultiGenera

XeraWord e TraduWord: Development of the MultiGenera prototype
for Galician and Portuguese. Automatic translation of lexical packages.

Key word of the projects: Resource Interoperability

GENERATION OF ARGUMENT STRUCTURE SURFACE
REALIZATIONS

METHODOLOGICAL APPROACHES

For the automatic generation of
the argument structures, we
use own python scripts and an
own API for accessing
wordnets and semantic
ontologies. The lists of
candidate lexical items to ﬁll in
each argument slot will allow
users of our tool to choose
those they prefer to generate
simple noun phrases.

REALIZATION

FEATURE ROLE

VALENCY, SEMANTIC FEATURES, AND
SURFACE REALIZATION PATTERNS
ARGUMENT 1
Aquel o aquello que tiene o
dispone de algo

OLOR
“Emanación que
producen los
cuerpos y que se
percibe por el
sentido del olfato”
CLAVE

[+Material]
[+Animate]
[+Situation, +Place]
[+Situation, +Time]

De + det + noun
adjective

ARGUMENT 2
Clasiﬁcativo
[+Material, +Substance]
[+Material, +Object]
[+Animated, +Plant]
[+Animated, +Animal]
[+Situation, +State]

A + noun
De + noun
adjective

DESCRIPTION OF REALIZATION PATTERNS
FOR ARGUMENT STRUCTURES

AUTOMATIC GENERATION

PATTERNS
Screenshot of the
interface for
biargumental
pattern generation.

Word2vec was also
implemented to
further improve the
generation
biargumental
structures.

CONTEXT GENERATION
At phrasal level. In order to obtain a more varied and human-like output, word2vec is also used and
some studies on lexical functions (Mel'čuk 2013, 2015) have been carried out. Examples:
un fuerte olor a tabaco (‘a strong smell of tobacco’),
aquel agradable olor a madera de su habitación (‘that pleasant smell of wood in his room’),
Argument structures and semantic features for the German noun Geruch.
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At sentence level. The ﬁrst step is the corpus data extraction following frequency criteria. For this
purpose a custom-made Post-Tagger was developed. The aim is to generate sentence contexts
embedding the most frequent valency patterns. Examples:
Subject
(NP)
+
Copula
El
olor
a
tabaco
de
la
casa
‘The tobacco smell in the house was unbearable’.

+
resultaba

Subject
+
Verb
+
Object
El
vecindario
sentía
el
olor
a
tabaco
de
‘the neighborhood noticed the tobacco smell of the house’.

Attribute.
insoportable.

la

(NP).
casa.

